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RECOLLECTIONS
OF

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
BY

LUCIUS E. CHITTENDEN

A BRAHAM LINCO LN.
==----A NATION disintegratin g-a President pale with fear in a
household of traitors-the Treasury bankrupt- the army and the
navy weakened hourly by new desertions-re bellion defiantloyal men disheartened -black clouds of Civil War closing in
the horizon--the very air pestilential with treason-such was the
condition of the Capital of the Republic on the birth-day of its
great namesake in I 86 I.
In the grey of the next morning a traveller came to that
city. Plain, rustic, undistinguish ed in aspect, his grey eyes
looked out from cavernous depths beneath his rugged brows
with an expression of weary melancholy. Treason had marked
him for a clown, to be jeered at and made game of. In appearance he was as unlike the Saviour of an imperilled Republic
as Cincinnatus at his plough to the conqueror of the Volscians
and the deliverer of Rome.
That day had not ended when a new era began. There was
an assembly of men in which disloyalty predominate d-statesmen, legislators, politicians, greatest of the sons of Virginia and
her Southern sisters. The traveller was among them, but how
transformed ! The rustic is like a mailed knight fighting all
comers in c1 tournament, with the Union, for a prize. The fire of
intellect flashes from his eyes-high resolve sits upon his brow
-truth rings in his voice-axiom s of state, constitutional principles, gleams of wit and points of sarcasm fall like gems from
his lips-he is a strong man rejoicing-th e fearless champion
of our flag and our union.
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Who that saw it will forget that scene? Its electric influence
cleared the air- loyal hearts beat with a new hope-loyal arms
felt a new courage, for in that first contact treason recoiled
before its first defeat-a great crisis was passed-a force equal
to an army of veterans was added to the n.1tional defences, for with
an energy and vigor never attained by Brutus, Antony or the
imperial Cesar, Abraham Lincoln had spoken in the Capital.
How many times afterwards, some great danger was averted,
or hope restored to a desponding people by the timely words of
the same great patriot it is not our province to inquire. That
he was the tower and stronghold of our cause-that he was a
wise ruler whose faith never weakened, is now beyond controversy. It is equally certain that his growth in the love of his
people and the world's esteem has been continuous and has not
yet ceased, although he has become and will henceforth take his
place in history as the wisest ruler of the century, the greatest man of his time.
To know the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, about
such a man is the impulse of every patriotic heart. Such
knowledge is indispensable if we would know our own history
and profit by his noble example. It is so desirable that perhaps
I could not devote my few remaining years to a more useful
employment than that of making the Lincoln whom his friends
knew, known to the present generation. To make him better
known to you is the purpose, and I hope that some success
will be the reward of the present address. For Lincoln was
great in his simplicity- his public life was very short and its
seven years have been obscured by more false history than any
other man's since written history began.
We may commence with his origin. He did not (as some
have written who should have known better) come from that
stolid race, content to vegetate in its vulgar habits and animal
existence, known as the " poor whites of the South." His
blood, like his name, was Saxon, flowing through New England
4

arteries, and mingled with the best of Virginia's. He was born
to poverty-not that which comes from inanition but from restless activity-in a nomadic race of tough fibre and undaunted
courage, which unstayed by pathless forest or painted savage,
has long moved westward with the frontier. The unseen savage
dogged their footsteps. The grandfather of our President, with
his boy, at work in his clearing, was shot down by an Indian,
who leaping from his ambush seized the lad and with a yell of
triumph flourished his knife before scalping the father and
slaying the son. Two other boys witness the horrid scene; one
runs to the fort for assistance, the other to the cabin for the
ready rifle, and thrusts its barrel through the loop-hole. It was
a critical moment. If that boy's arm had trembled Abraham
Lincoln would not have been. But his heart was strong and
his aim was true ; straight through shining badge and savage
heart the bullet crashes ; the yell of triumph changes to the
scream of death as the red assassin bounds into the air and falls
beside his victim. The released captive rushes to his mother's
arms and lives to become the father of our great President.
Such was the material which made these earlier Lincolns. Comrades of Boone and Kenton, though rude and uneducated they
were sagacious and brave. Their nerves were iron, their aim
was deadly, but their hearts were great and generous. They
were the " Hunters of Kentucky," the pioneers of the "dark and
bloody ground," the advance guard of civilization, the fathers of
Cass and Clay, and Benton and Jackson, and they gave to the
Republic, Abraham Lincoln!
We know now whence came his stature-his coarse black
hair and rugged face-his long arms with their terrific swing
which could bury the axe to its bit in the solid oak-the bone
and sinew before which the bully of the school and the settlement cowered. But these were the qualities of the gladiator
and the athlete. Whence came the intellect which made him
our unmatched American ?
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He has answered for himself. " All that I am or hope to
be I owe to my mother." She was worthy of such a son. Descended from a Welsh ancestry, her family, touched by the
nomadic spirit like the Lincolns, had become frontiersmen. She
was a forest beauty. At the age of twenty-three when she
married, she was a brunette with dark hair, soft hazel eyes and
regular features. She was of slight figure but her diminutive
person was a magazine of tireless energy and devotion to duty.
" She was a woman of most exemplary character and tenderly
devoted to her family," wrote Mr. Arnold. She handled the
rifle with steady aim, and dressed by her hand "the harmless
moose and deer were food and clothes to wear" for her family.
She knew how to turn the spinning-wheel, speed the swift
shuttle and perform all the duties of the frontier wife. But the
graces of her mind far surpassed those of her person. Hers
was the noted home of the settlement-a witness of the taste
and love of beauty of its mistress. It was of rough logs, but
trailing vines climbed over it, and a garden of flowers surrounded
it. It had strong attractions for the father and the son. Its
poverty was forgotten in her presence. Here this self-educated
woman taught them both to read and write, instructed her boy
in great lessons out of the Book of Life, and planted deep in his
mind that perfect faith in the wisdom and power of the Almighty
which, casting out all fear sustained him in dark hours through
trials which would otherwise have crushed the strongest man.
Great men have usually had great mothers. Lincoln was no exception. It was such a mother that caused faith in womankind
and all things pure, to beat with his blood and come to him like
second nature . . Think of that Christian woman in the poverty and
dangers of that humble forest home, wearing out her fragile life in
a devoted service, which made her family and her neighbors better, purer, happier, which gave Abraham Lincoln to his country
and mankind, and you will agree with Lincoln and the poet
Coleridge, that "A mother is a mother still. the holiest thing alive. "
G

My limits will not permit a sketch of his early life. A single
glance at the mirror of the past, shows us a youth growing out
of his clothes and up to a stature of six-feet-four, at the age of
seventeen. He is awkward and immature-a student by the
firelight-a devourer of good books. He is chivalric-he assists
a timid girl to defeat himself in a contest of spelling-he thrashes
the school bully for abusing a smaller boy-his first written composition is against cruelty to animals-the copy in his writing
book is " Good boys, who to their books apply, may all be great
men by and by." He works three days for a grasping owner
to pay for an injury to a book not worth the labor of one.
Others pass the drunken neighbor freezing in the muddy road,
who declares that " it was awful good in A be to tote me to a
warm fire and so save my life." His school education closes in
less than a year. He must labor to live. He is by turns, farmhand, ferryman, butcher. He is the story-teller, the wit, the
orator at every gathering- the leader in all rustic games.
We shorten the focus for another view. He is a boatman,
defending his employer's property against a mob of colored robbers-marketing and accounting for it for ·w ages of thirty cents
a day-then he is whip-sawing the lumber for his father's new
home, and, (if he ever was), a rail-splitter. He makes a second
trip to New Orleans. The stories of the Voudoo prophetess,
\vho predicted that he would be the President and emancipator
of the slaves, and of his object lesson in the disgusting auction
of the slave girl, where he threatened slavery with an oath, are
both apocryphal, and though found in biographies, have nothing
but gossip for their support, and the last is inconsistent with the
letter to his friend Speed, written many years later. He was a
clerk and then owner of a store. He walked miles to repay a
small overcharg e to a poor woman , detected by an excess in his
cash, but he failed as a trader, and carried the burden of his
debts for years until he paid th e last one with interest out of his
earnings as a lawyer. H e was a land surveyor; his instruments,
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horse 2.nd equipments were sold by the Sheriff for debt. A
stranger bought the property and with it all the gratitude of a
great heart, for he sent all, but the g-ratitude, back to Lincoln.
" to be paid for when convenient." For this act we ought to
remember and respect the name of Bolin Greene. He was postmaster and received a small sum of Government money. Years
later when he was struggling with poverty a draft came for the
money. A friend. knowing how poor he was, went to loan him
the amount. But the ex--postmaster, from some recess in his desk,
produced in a package, the very coins received for the United
States, which had been kept as a trust through his years of destitution. Jack Armstrong was the champion of the "Clary
Gro\·e Boys." They said he could whip any man on the Sangamon, and literally compelled Lincoln to fight him. They fought
some time without advantage, until Armstrong resorted to foul
play, when Lincoln seized him by the throat, and at the end of
his long right arm shook him like a rat in the jaws of a terrier.
The " Clary Grove Boys " rushed into the fight, but honest Jack
said, "No!" Seizing the hand that had shaken him he declared
that he was fairly whipped and th t Lincoln was " the best fellow
that ever broke into that settlement." Thenceforth the hand,
heart and home of Armstrong were Lincoln's. Mrs. Armstrong
was his mentor and third mother. How he repaid her kindness
we shall see hereafter.
He enlisted in the Black Hawk War and was elected Captain
over a popular old resident. He used to say that no success of
his life pleased him so much as this first election. One day there
came into the camp a forlorn, hungry, old Indian with an ancient
safe-conduct signed by General Cass. In a moment he was
in the hands of furious men, whose wives and children had been
butchered with horrible atrocities by the savages. They said
he was a spy-anyway an Indian who must die. Their guns
were cocked to despatch him when Lincoln dashed in front of
them and said he should not be killed. " It was jest awful," de-

dared old Billy Green. "Lincoln could get madder than any
five men without half trying, and this time he tried." Like bull
dogs torn from their prey, the men sullenly lowered their
weapons and the savage was saved, but not until the Captain
had offered to lay aside his rank and fight every man of them
with weapons of their own selection.
We come now to an era in Lincoln's life-the change from
the material to the intellectual, which occurred at the age of
twenty-three. As a laborer, boatman, surveyor and merchant,
he had failed. Could he do better work with his brain thdn with
his hands?
He knew the Bible by heart ; Shakspeare, Bunyan and Burns
almost as well-he knew that if Christianity were annihilated,
the Bible would continue to be the most useful of all books, to all
men. He now committed an English grammar to memory-he
bought, digested, and assimilated Blackstone. At the age of
twenty-five, he was not that impossibility, a sound lawyer without study, but he was, by thorough study, the master of that
knowledge through which all great lawyers, statesmen and
writers have achieved distinction. He spoke publicly upon
every opportunity, never without preparation. He thought intensely, using voice and gesture as well as brain. It was by
practice in forest, field and highway, that he learned how to
weave deep thoughts, eternal truths and poetic fancies into so
many patterns of marvellous grace and beauty.
If death had not stricken the lovely woman upon whom he
bestowed the wealth of passion that surged in his soul, his life
might not have been shaded by that veil of melancholy which
was so sombre and yet so touching, He never acquired in all
his life a vicious habit-he was the life of the social circle.
Grave judges' hearts grew lighter when he came. Honesty
covered him like a garment-his integrity was as firm as the
everlasting hills. In his manly presence, modest and unselfish
bearing and kindly face men forgot his homely figure and awk9

ward carriage. At the age of twenty-five, the most popular man
of his county, as worthy a candidate as was ever put in nomination, he began the practice of the law, was elected to the legislature, and set out upon a journey which was to carry him to
heights theretofore untrodden in the love of his people and the
respect of mankind.
He closed a clean but not brilliant record of eight years in the
legislature. He reached leadership in a bar of many able men.
His practice was singularly honorable. He had proved by a
client in what he thought was an honest case, a claim for goods
sold. His adversary produced a receipt covering every item .
Lincoln who had left the court was sent for by the judge. "Tell
his Honor that I cannot come!" was the answer. "My hands
are dirty and I am cleaning them."
The son of Jack Armstrong with one Norris were indicted ,
and Norris was convicted of murder, on the false evidence of the
real criminal. The widow besought "Abram " to defend her
boy and he did not decline. The case has been cited to illustrate the adroitness of Lincoln , who made the real culprit testify
that he saw the murder by the light of the moon, and then
proved that the moon did not rise until hours after the murder.
I refer to the account given by a most competent witness to show
his power with a jury.
"The closing ten minutes of his argument in the Armstrong
case," said my informant, " was the most dramatic scene I ever
witnessed. He had described in his musical but now tremulous
voice, the home of the · big-hearted Jack Armstrong, in which
there was such a welcome for him-his own poverty and depression-the boy now accused, who had climbed upon his neck and
danced upon his knee-the happy wife who had been a mother
to him-she was a lonely widow now--her hair was silveredher tears dried up--her heart broken, her innocent boy in peril
of his life. The tears were genuine which streamed from his
eyes, as he drew attention to the mute eloquence of her sad face.
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The audience was hushed -strong men wept; even the judges
yielded to the solemn words <)f the great ad \·ocate.
"There was an instantaneous change. He was no longer the
pleader or the advocate, but the minister of avenging justice.
\Vith words that gleamed like lightning, sharp as polished steel,
he slashed away the perjuries of the real culprit and exposed
the recesses of his guilty soul. He showed that he was swearing
away an innocent life, risking the eternal tortures of the damned
to save his worthless neck from the halter. Men dried their
tears, and women shrieked, as the picture grew into life under
his electric pencil. At first there was a sneer on the real culprit's face, but it was soon replaced by terror. That bony finger
at the end of the long arm pointing straight to his face whichever
way he turned, seemed to voice the words, ' thou ! thou art the
man ! ' It was the finger of relentless fate, shooting with every
motion the sting of a new death into his brain. That merciless
finger drove him beyond endurance. Reckless of appearances
he was rushing from the hall, when with the single word 'stop! '
Lincoln halted him at the side of the wondering Armstrong.
Once more the finger pointed to the real culprit as he demanded
in a voice of thunder ' which of the two is the murderer? '
" Nothing less touching than the widow's words could have
added to Lincoln's victory. ' I tried to show how we could pay
him,' she said. But Abram went on to say, ' I shall not charge
you a cent, Hannah. You and Jack were kind to me when I
had not many friends.' "
In the campaign of 1840 he supported Gen. Harrison and
was a candidate for Elector. In r844 he advocated the election
of Henry Clay and was deeply mortified by his defeat. In I 846
he was elected to Congress, where his career was inconspicuous.
In I 849 he returned to private life and the practice of his profession.
If these brief sketches shall give you a general view of the
man, such as he was before his remarkable development, it is all
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I expect of them. I might as well show you a stamped brick
from the ruins of Babylon , and ask you to see in it the splendors of its royal palaces in their glory, as to hope that you will
have gained any adequat e concept ion of the characte r of LinLoln
from these disjoint ed outlines. But I must leave your knowledge of history to fill the spaces, for I now come to a great
event in Mr. Lincoln 's life, certainl y one of the greates t in our
history, which I regard as the true beginni ng of his great career.
Thousa nds had seen without emotion , slaves shackle d into
gangs, driven by specula tors from their homes to be sold and to
die in the swamps of the South. Lincoln saw one of these gangs
in early life , and the sight made him miserab le every time he
touched the border of a slave State. It made him an attentiv e
witness of the aggress ions of slavery. He saw the Fugitive
Slave Act of I 847, the repeal of the Missouri Compro mise in
r 854, the Dred-S cot decision in I 856, the bloody fight for
Kansas in 1857. With the great majority he had fed his conscience with the husks of party platform s, and the limitations of
the Constitu tion. But slavery moved on while freedom stood
still. Its partisan s at the North multipli ed ; its demand s increased. He gave to the subject all the powers of his mind. It
was element ary that Slavery and Freedom were antagon istic.
How could they be made to govern a Republi c in partner ship?
After years of study he saw his path of duty. He did not hesitate ; at the cost of his own defeat when nomina ted for the
Senate, against the remonst rances, and at last the objurga tions of
his party leaders, and the advice of all his friends, in June, I858 ,
he boldly took his almost solitary stand upon the great fact de clared by our Saviour to the Scribes which came down from
Jerusale m : " If a house be divided against itself that house cannot stand," and declared his own faith that this governm ent
could not perman ently endure "half slave and half free. "
What followed is familiar history. The discussion with
Douglas establis hed Mr. Lincoln as the master of political de12..

bate. He won a majority of the people but he was defeated by
their representatives. In Ohio, New England, on the seaboard,
multitudes greater in number than the followers of Peter the
Hermit listened to him as to a prophet mighty in deed and
word. His speech in Cooper Institute was a model of simplicity
and beyond doubt as powerful as ever came from uninspired
lips. His words carried conviction and his fame began to
sweep over the North like a prairie fire.
He first became a national candidate in the Convention at
Chicago, in June, I 86o. When that Convention met there is no
doubt that a large majority of the delegates were at heart supporters of Mr. Seward. Many attempts have been made to account for the change of opinion which nominated Mr. Lincoln.
Some of these, on paper, seem probable, but none of them are
satisfactory. The fixed opinions of strong men are not readily
changed by local arguments or interests. I believe I know what
wrought the change. It was the magnetism of Abraham Lincoln. It had begun to work among the people. It was invisible; like the magnetism which pervades nature, swift and powerful as the lightning. Like the sound of the rushing, mighty
' wind on Pentecostal day, it filled all the house of the Convention.
Young men did not see visions nor did old men dream dreams,
but all saw that a great and notable day of freedom had come,
that Abraham Lincoln was appointed to be their leader. They
obeyed the will of the Almighty and the impulses of their own
hearts in his nomination. Thus he became the President of the
Republic, and more truly than Cesar " the foremost man of all
his time."
I must trust to your memories and omit all mention of the
well known facts of history. I will attempt, because I know that
success would interest you, to discover in these facts the source
of Mr. Lincoln's power, and why he had such an irresistible attraction for other men. Statesmen have been respected, soldiers
honored, orators followed, successful men rewarded, always; he
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was neither . He was nothin g but a true and brave and downright honest man, yet he was belove d by his people as none ever
was before him, and stood in the midst of the convul sions of
civil war, when the nations were plottin g agains t his countr y,
calm and confident, like a solitary tower in the city of God. We
should study such a charac ter as he studied the Bible, and learn
if we may how he came to be such a power in the Republ ic,
such a conspic uous object of our reveren ce and affection.
Mr. Greely wrote that Mr. Lincol n was the most convin cing
political speake r he ever heard. To me he seemed the most
convin cing man I ever knew. Said one of his great compe titors,
"Ever y man who gets speech or hearin g or sight of him becom es
a Lincoln man, while I cannot retain some who are indebte d to
me for great favors. " This marvel to him was none to me.
The reason was plain.
I can come no nearer to a descrip tion of Mr. Lincoln 's character than to say that it appear ed to me to be the mature d growth
of simplicity, thorou ghness , faith in God, and unselfish kindne ss
of heart. Mr. Emers on declare d a great truth when he wrote,
" Nothin g is more simple than greatn ess ; indeed , to be simple is
to be great." It was Tenny son who wrote that Wellin gton was
"Our greates t, yet with least pretenc e."
"Great in council, great in war,
Foremos t captain of his time ;
And as the greatest only are,
In his simplici ty sublime ."

As the greates t princip les are the simple st, so are the greatest men. Lincoln was simple beyond compa rison. So he appeared surely to that sick colored laborer in the Treasu ry whose
monthl y wages he collected and carried to him with his own
hands; and to that conval escent drumm er boy who was sittin~ on one knee and the belove d 'Tad' upon the other,
while
the Preside nt was explain ing to them some story out of the
open Bible ; and to that poor woman with her baby on her

breast who was gently smoothing his ruffled hair, and murmuring "God bless you ! " while he was writing the discharge for
her wounded husband. But I need not multiply witnesses to a
fact which none who knew him will controvert. Yet some w ho
presumed upon his simplicity found in him a mighty man of
valor, armed in complete steel, and competent to maintain himself and his country against all the world.
The thoroughness of his nature, the persistent energy with
which he pursued an object to failure or success, is shown by
all the important acts of his life. His teachers say he was a most
industrious scholar, who seldom m'issed a lesson. Books were
scarce, therefore such as were accessible he committed to memory. He qualified himself to measure lands out of Gibson 's
"Theory and Practice of Land Surveying; " to be certain that
he comprehended the meaning of '' demonstration " he solved
all the problems of Euclid.
He became intensely interested in the principles of his party.
He was the first member of it who devoted himself to the study
of its situation and prospects of success ; he saw that slavery
was the impending danger that threatened the Union; that it
was no longer content to be let alone ; that a ·continuance of
its policy of aggression would soon give it national control. He
believed that if his party would openly declare itself on the side
of freedom it would be sustained by the majority. His long,
thorough investigations brought him to the conclusions of the
" Divided House" speech, which I regard as one of the most
patriotic and important political speeches ever made ; he had
made himself the master of the subject. His conscience pointed
out his path of duty; without hesitation he took it and led his
party to victory. Since he has declared his undoubting faith in
Almighty God, and in the Bible as his inspired word, upon so
many occasions, that quality in his composition I shall venture to
assume.
I invite your close attention to the epoch of his election, be15

cause I think it furnishes the key to every subsequent official
act of his career. It is a key which I have used for thirty years.
and it has never failed. I was not one of the many honored by
Mr. Lincoln with his secret confidences on the subject of Mr.
Hamlin's renomination, and I have not been able to contribute
to its abundant literature. But I have no more doubt of his
wishes on that subject than I have of his fidelity to the flag.
For if he had a secret wish (which I do not believe) this key
will unlock it. It is as infallible as the Pope in the faith of good
Catholics, as inerrant as the Bible according to Princeton theology.
From the day of his election he saw before him but one absorbing duty; the permanent restoration of the Union was the
work to which he was called. No State had then seceded, but
he assumed that secession was then inevitable. How to restore
the Union became his study night and day; he made no plan,
selected no officer, spoke no word, wrote no sentence which was
not a part of this duty. He would restore the Union at the
smallest cost, but whatever the cost was, he was willing to pay. I
do not doubt that he would have given his own life if it would
have secured the result he so ardently desired. As he wrote to
Mr. Greely in August, 1862, he "would save the Union in the
shortest way under the Constitution. My paramount object is
to save the Union, and not either to save or to destroy slavery.
If I could save the Union without freeing any slave, I would do
it; e-nd it I could save it by freeing all the slaves, I would do it;
and if I could save it by freeing some and leaving others alone,
I would also do that."
Emancipation enlarged his sphere of duty. Slavery had
proved itself a permanent bar to union. The voice that ordered
it to be stricken down could never call retreat. National unity
had been the single condition of peace. To this he now added
the condition of national liberty. "The national authority," he
said, " must be restored through all the States, and I will never
16

recede from the position I have taken on the slavery question.
The purpose of the people to maintain the integrity of the Union
has never been shaken."
If now we follow the career of President Lincoln, first under
the banner of national unity, at the proper time adding national
freedom, his words and acts will fit into the structure of his duty,
as the molten bronze fills the mould of the statue. But we must
also give him a soul on which there was no stain of enmity,
rancor or ill will. In Mr. Douglas he had met an expert in the
stinging weapons of debate and who was merciless in their use.
In the campaign just closed the vocabulary of irony and ridicule
had been exhausted to satirize his ignorance and depict his vulgarity. Yet he made no answer. You will search his after life
in vain for evidence that he had one trace of ill-will toward those
who had so wronged him.
But in those months of warlike preparation which followed
his election-the darkest in our history-when Jefferson Davis
was plotting for blood and plunder and threatening that he and
his " would carry the war into densely populated cities where
food for the sword and the torch awaits our armies," Mr. Lincoln was announcing to a well known Christian gentleman sentiments like these: " I know there is a God who hates slavery
and injustice. I see the storm coming and I know that His
hanc;:l is in it. If He has a place and work for me, and I think
He has, I believe I am ready. I know that I am right because
liberty is right; for Christ teaches it, and Christ is God." He
seemed to have consecrated himself to the service of God and
his country. In the same interview with Mr. Bateman he announced his faith in the Divine assistance to the overthrow of
slavery and the restoration of the Union, and in the duty, privilege and efficacy of prayer. With his hand on the Bible he
said : "The future would be something awful but for this Rock
on which I stand."
17

The season of preparation which followed the November
election ended with his departure from Springfield for WashingIn his most pathetic, and as it proved final parting from
~99-!"
his neighbors, there is a microcosm of the man and his future.
He was leaving friends to whom he owed all that he was-the
home where his children were born and one of them was buried
'
-he was going to a task more difficult than Washington's. With
the same Almighty help upon which Washington always relied,
he could succeed-withou t it, he must fail. That he might obtain it he asked that the prayers of his friends and neighbors
might be united to his own.
The faith and prayer expressed in these touching words, he
repeated as he journeyed eastward. At Princeton he told the
story of Washington crossing the Delaware, committed to memory out of Weem's history, nearly forty years before. As he
raised the stars and stripes over Independence Hall, he said he
would rather be assassinated than surrender the promise of universal freedom written in our great declaration. He yielded to
good advice and escaped assassination at Baltimore. Before he
had been one day in Washington, in his reception of the members of the Peace Conference he had restored courage to desponding loyal hearts and given treason its first check in its mad
rush towards disunion.
His heart, firm as the everlasting rocks, answered his own
fidelity to the Union. by these words in his first inaugural address. " I hold that in the contemplation of universal law and
of the Constitution, the union of these States is perpetual." " I
shall take care that the laws of Congress be faithfully executed
in all t!te .S~ates / " He poured all the loving kindness of his
mighty heart into the conclusion of that address, in words of affectionate entreaty, which we cherish in the casket of memory as
t~e very jewels of our English speech.
We are now standing at the outset of his official career. Its
four years and eight weeks are so crowded with great events
18

that I could scarcely name them in my remammg time. Their
discussion is out of the question. I desire to bring the living
Lincoln before you. I wish that I could reproduce his varying
moods-now grave and sorrowful as when he bore the responsibilities of his high position-now joyous with the humor of some
new extravagance, but always the loving and beloved, the simple, great, honest man. If I succeed at all I must follow the
example of Marshall and Lee and the other great eulogists of
Washington, and while I attempt to sketch the outlines of his
character in its final growth, try and prove my picture by an occasional flowe_r from its vernal or a ripened fruit from its autumnal perfection.
The Lincoln of I 865, was greater than the Lincoln of I 86o.
He knew that he was growing with the demands of the contest for
more powerful forces. " I claim not to have controlled events"
he wrote, " but confess plainly that events have controlled me."
In March 186 I, he hoped to restore the Union without immediate injury to slavery. Finding that impossible, for a long time
he clung to the hope of compensating the slave owner. He
would even have undertaken to remove the slaves to Texas, ancl
give them a separate republic. It was not until the border States
which would have been chiefly benefited, treated his plans with
contempt, that he adopted simple emancipation.
Just here I would impress one fact upon every young man
or woman who hears me. Remember that Lincoln was no spontaneous product-no accident. He was the builder of his own
fame. Had he not laid the foundations of his greatness by the
light of the wood fire in the Kentucky cabin, he would never have
come to the Presidency. He came of good blood; the teachings
of his mother were excellent, but it was Lincoln, boy, youth and
man, who made himself the earnest student, the protector of the
weak, the enemy of all cruelty, the respecter of woman, the faithful lawyer and the honest man; before he held any office. But
for this foundation, the work of his own hands, he would not
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have nsen above the Illinois bar. Take courage then young
student of either sex! What he did you may do. You may become the truthful, the reliable, the honest man or woman. You
may never be President, but you may become what is worth
more than the presidency, brave, respected, beloved as Lincoln
was when he made the " divided house " speech and you will
be sure to rise with opportunity.
From his first to his final act as President he considered the
public interest first. A weaker man would have made up his
cabinet from his personal friends, not from men who would become by their positions, his more powerful competitors. But he
took no thought of himself. In the coming crisis the country
wanted its most able men. He selected them, and he would
have made the same selection if he had known he was thereby
raising one of them to the presidency. He nominated men to
high places who had wronged him. I know of one marked instc~.nce where the nominee had expressed contempt for him, and
who thought forgiveness was impossible. When told what had
been said, he replied that he thought the critic was half right. It
did not change the fact that he was the best equipped man for
the place in the Republic. One result he never failed to accom.Plish-he always made the appointee his friend as well <:LS a faithful servant of the country.
And then how patient he was with them ! They could oppose, they could insult him with impunity, so long as they were
true to the flag. My blood used to boil in the dark days when
officers of the army, self elected saviors of the nation, were
writing letters instructing Mr. Lincoln how he ought to govern
the country. Against the most splendid example of magnanimity
recorded in history, I present the note of Abraham Lincoln which
placed General McClellan in command of our Army at Antietam.
For the circumstances I must reter you to history.
Men are writing to-day, that in March I 86o, he did not believe that war was inevitable, or he would not have listened to
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proposals of peace-that he grossly underestimated the danger
when he limited the first call to 7S,ooo men. Those who were
near him knew better. His whole soul revolted from the bloodshed and miseries of war. Beyond a doubt he would at anytime
have laid down his· own life to avoid war. He therefore exhausted every resource, took every chance to prevent it, although
he had become convinced that it was inevitable. The call for
men was limited to 75,ooo, first because some members of his
Cabinet believed the number large enough, and secondly because
he preferred to await the action of Congress at the extra session
before calling for a greater number. For I most firmly believe
that he saw the end from the beginning. Many times and in
varied forms of expression, he gave out the sentiment which
found in his last inaugural address went at a bound into the forefront of the classics of our English language, " that God willed
that the war should not end until slavery had been destroyed,
and the resources of the South effectually exhausted-nor until
every drop of blood drawn by the lash should be repaid by
another drawn by the sword," He believed that in his own good
time the Almighty would make his path of duty plain and he was
content to await the Divine directions.
He had written that " if slavery is not wrong then nothing is
wrong," yet he was so loyal to the constitution that he would
have made a permanent place without reference' to slavery. He
never permitted his feeling about slavery to influence any officcial act.
Though long postponed the day of retribution came. There
was no tremor in the arm of justice now. Time, place and circumstance concurred-the blow fell which struck the shackles
from a race. It was the grandest ever struck for human freedom. Slavery sank under it into the sleep of death, for it had
been smitten by the hand of the noblest man on earth-the hand
of Abraham Lincoln.
Then how magnificent was his growth up to its grand results.

.
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You of this generation know nothing of the fierce prejudice of
I 86 3, against making a soldier of the colored man.
The confederates held it to be the climax of human degradation. Officers of our regular army would not demean themselves by contact with a colored soldier. Many of our volunteers threatened
to resign if compelled to serve with the negro. The prejudice
was so universal that only a few descendants of Northern abolitionists dared to take their commissions in colored regiments.
How well I remember this prejudice-this indecent product
of slavery? It was one of those cruel wrongs which it rejoiced
Lincoln 's heart to attack and strike down. He seized and
crushed it. One day at Baltimore he made his first reply to the
assaults upon him for enlisting colored men. He said : " I resolved to turn that element of strength (the colored man) to account, upon a clear conviction of duty; and I am responsible for
it to the American people ; to the Christian world ; to history,
and in my final account to Almighty God."
Prejudice against the colored man shrivelleJ and died in the
presence of such nobility of soul. At Fort Pillo·w--in the crater
before Petersburgh upon many a bloody field, white and black
stood side by side, bled and died for liberty. Mr. Lincoln honored the colored race by one of the finest antitheses in our language. "When peace with victory comes, there will be some
black men who will remember that with silent tongue and
clenched teeth, and steady eye and well poised bayonet, they
have helped on mankind to this great consummation ; while I
fear that there will be some white ones, unable to forget, that
with malignant heart and deceitful speech, they have striven to
hinder and prevent it.
Nor can I forbear to say, that none ever received the boon
of freedom with more propriety than this oppressed, but affectionate race. They waited long and patiently; they sought by
hard study, good habits, and industry. to qualify themselves for
the coming change. They welcomed Abraham Lincoln as their
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promised deliverer. Knowledge of his thoughts and purposes
circulated among them, as if by magic. They were content to
await his pleasure, for " Of course, Massa Linkun knows best."
Was it strange that the sight of his face filled their hearts with
overflowing gratitude, or that to their childlike faith he seemed
" to walk the earth like the Lord." And this affection was
mutual. Access to him was free to every member of the race,
and the lines of his rugged face never relaxed into more g enial
smiles than under the expressions of their simple admiration, or
when their children covered him with flowers. Slavery was not
a curse which went out by prayer and fasting only, but by wondrous and mighty works, and it died to the music and thanksgiving of the kindest hearted and g entlest race ever cursed by
its cruel rule.
And now the admirable qualities of this great character so
crowd upon me as almost to defy farther mention. Again , I
hear him saying, " so long as I have been here, I have never
willingly planted a thorn in any man's bosom." Every man
who came in contact with him will testify that his soul bore no
taint of malice. He was often heard to say, that he could ne ver
see that any good came from the memory of an unkind criticism,
that to forget it was even better than to forgive it.
Respect for woman was a part of his nature. Any request,
courteously preferred by a woman, was promptly considered and
either granted or refused in a way that made the applicant his
friend. '' Farewell! On this earth I shall never see you again,
but I hope to meet you in Heaven," said a venerable mother
with streaming eyes. to whom he had just given a wounded son.
" I may never reached the place you speak of," " but if I do, it
will be through such prayers as yours; and I know I shall find
you there," he solemly replied.
At the close of a great sanitary fair, held by the ladies in the
Patent Office, in a few, unstudied remarks this tribute burst
from his soul. " If all that has been said or sung by orators
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anJ poets, in praise of woman, since the foundation of the world,
were applied to the loyal women of America, it would no more
than do them justice for their services in this war." " I know
they slandered him who said he was a homely old tyrant!" exclaimed the wife of a Confederate prisoner, whose proper request
he had granted. " He is the loveliest and the gentlest man I
ever saw."
It was when his great heart controlled his words, that I love
best to remember him, for this was the natural condition into
which his mind fell when it was not controlled by an imperious
sense of duty. I love to think of him seated before a huge pile
of records of courts-martial, every one of which only required his
approval to doom a soldier to death. I hear him exclaiming, almost angrily, to an old friend who had called by special appointment, "Go away Swett! to-morrow is butchering clay, and I will
not be interrupted until I have found an excuse for saving every
one of these poor fellows!" I hear old officers of the army saying to each other "he is destroying all discipline, but he could
not approve a death sentence for a crime which did not involve
depravity, if he tried." I see him at the Chain Bridge, talking
to that Vermont boy who is to be shot next morning for sleeping
on his post. The boy is saying. " I was scared at first, for I had
never talked with a great man before. But he asked me about
home and the farm, and where I went to school,. and about
mother, aud said if he was in my place he would make her
proud and never cost her a sorrow or a tear. Why should he
say that when I was to die next morning ? Then he said stand
up, my boy, and look me in the face, you are not going to die
to-morrow; you are going back to your regiment to be a brave
and true soldier!" Again I see Scott, as he lay dying at Lee's
Mills, the bravest man of his regiment, saying to his comrades,
" If any of you have the chance, will you tell the President that
I tried to be a brave and true soldier, that now, when I am dying,
I remember his kind face and words to me at Chain Bridge, and
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I thank him for giving me a chance to die like a soldier, and not
like a criminal by the hands of my comrades." Again, I recall
his noble face when he hears Scott's last message, and hear him
say. " I had a long visit with Scott. He was a true hearted
boy; too good to be shot for obeying nature. Oh War! War!
What a demon you are to feed upon such lives as this?" It is
said to him that mutual sympathy, in distress and suffering, has
always been a characteristic of mountaineers, to which he replies.
" But they have no monopoly; it is equally earnest in the forest,
and on the prairie. I know, for I have been among them and of
them. I know them better than any other class of men. Yes !
Yes ! Sympathy in sorrow is the blessed privilege of the poor."
Would that the time permitted me to mention the many instances in which his counsels of native, common sense, wrought
so powerfully for our country. Who was it that broke down the
barrier of prejudice between the regular and the volunteer service, and brought the Surgeon General into harmonious cooperation with those noble charities-the Sanitary and the Christian Commission ? Who gave us the Monitor and armored vessels? \Vhose potent voice was prompt to favor every means to
increase the comfort as well as the efficiency of the Army and
the Navy, or to lessen the horrors of war? Whose firm hand
stayed the Great Powers of Europe in their purpose to interfere
in our quarrel? \Vho left to his countrymen, as a sacred trust,
the soldier who had borne the battle and his widow and his
orphans? Who would have ended the greatest of civil wars by
a victory which t0ok no life, inflicted no penalty by way of punishment or revenge, and, finally, who would have achieved a just
and lasting peace, " with firmness in the right, as God gave us
to see the right, with malice towards none, with charity for all ?"
Almighty God, who fails not to reward such faithful service, has
engraved the answer upon the records of history, and the hearts
of all true men who know and keep His law.
That treatment of my great theme must indeed be imperfect
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which takes no thought of the tragic end of this great life, or of
what might have happened had it been longer preserved. He
had become the tower of strength, the object of the confidence,
as well as the love of the loyal North, his justice, his sound judgment and magnanimity, and the magnetism of his character,
were already drawing the conquered South to his support with
marvellous power. We are almost compelled to the belief that
if he had lived the Union woulJ have been restored, and a permanent peace secured, possibly upon his favorite theory that, in
contemplation of law the seceded States had never been separated from the Union. If this had proved impracticable, we may
be certain that much of the irritation, anger and delay would
have been avoided, which attended reconstruction under his successors. But God willed otherwise. Speculation is useless.
We have no alternative, but to yield obedience to His will. In
an hour of universal thanksgiving, when peace was spreading her
white wings, and the hearts of men were swelling with a mighty
joy over a restored Union, the crazed assassin struck with puny
arm, and
"Tllat good gray head which all men knew,
That voice from which their omens all men drewThat iron nerve to true occasions true,
That tower of strength,
\Vh ich stood four square to all the winds that blew,"

suddenly fell and was shut out forever from human eyes. Mourned
not alone by his own, but by all enlightened nations, the noblest
ruler of men the world ever saw, the greatest man of his century was borne to his honored western grave. His work was
done,
" But while the races of mankind endure
So shall his great example stand
Colossal, glorious, seen on every hand
To keep the soldier firm, the freeman pure."

To bring within the compass of an hour any adequate description of the Lincoln whom I knew is as impossible for me as to
create a world. If I have not wholly failed I have indicated
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some of the great qualities which made him eminent, and some
of the standards by which you may judge of facts attributed to
him. I have shown you a boy of good blood, with a good
mother, an earnest student of the Bible, who from boyhood to
maturity was an honest, faithful, thoughtful boy and man. Duty
was the polestar of his liie. His faith in the wisdom of the Almighty, and of His purpose to restore the Union of these States
was unwavenng. To wait for His directions and to do His will
was his rule of action. If I am correct in my conception of his
character it will harm no one to read everything that has been
or may be written about Abraham Lincoln. Whatever conforms
to his simple, honest, sincere, God-fearing character may be true,
and whatever does not is inevitably false. I have, however, become convinced that as a repository of facts generally reliable,
the great work of Nicolay and Hay will probably never be superseded. While for an accurate conception of his general character, the work of Mr. Arnold has no competitor. But my counsel to my countrymen is to acquire a knowledge of the facts, and
then exercise their own judgment in their application.
If I could stay the flight of time, or arm your breasts with
stubborn patience as with triple steel, I would invite you to a
brief st~y of one of those priceless gems of literature, fashioned
so perfectly by his speech or pen. Among these, brilliant in
the starry girdle of our English, speech, as long as the language
survives, will stand the letter to Horace Greeley, and the address at Gettysburgh. Here I can only say that the first was an
argument convincing and unanswerable in defence of his treatment of slavery, compressed into 413 words of which 302 were
words of one syllable-the other, which would not fill a written
page, will impress future centuries as powerfully as it impressed
Mr. Everett, the most distinguished of American orators, at the
time of its delivery.
But there is one of his compositions which arrests my attention every time it passes before my eyes. It is the second
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Inaugural Address. I know of no uninspired composition that
~urpasses it in brevity, force or beauty. It is the message of the
President of a great nation to So,ooo,ooo constituents; 4,ooo,ooo of whom were enfranchised from slavery by his hand. It
sums up the results of four years of terrible civil war, and demonstrates that it cannot end until its cause is extirpated. It
proclaims that power and justice of the Almighty, and the immutability of His law, teaches the duty of forgiveness and commends to the tender care of His people, the soldier, his widow
and his orphans,-and I could write every word of it upon two
foolscap pages. Where, in the many books of the making of
which there is no end, is to be found a paragraph more scholarly
and beautiful, nay, more perfect than this?
" Fondly do we hope, fervently do we pray, that this mighty
scourge of war may speedily pass away. Yet if God wills that
it continue until all the wealth piled by the bondsman's two
hundred and fifty years of unrequited toil shall be sunk, and
until every drop of blood drawn with the lash shall be paid
by another drawn with the sword, as was said three thousand
years ago; so still it must be said that the judgments of the
Lord are true and righteous altogether."
The concluding sentence " with malice towards none, and
charity for all," it would be superfluous to repeat in this presence. But if I had control of the common schools of the
nation, and the higher institutions of English education, I
would make the repetition of this address from memory,
the indispensable requisite to every prize, the condition of
every diploma.
I am aware that this address will be criticized as an eulogy
rather than an impartial description. It has been said of my
'·Recollections" that the reader feels as if he were perusing one
of the Bollandist lives of a Saint. To such a criticism I have
this answer. It is the public career of Mr. Lincoln with which
we are concerned. As I cannot find in that any grounds of ob28

jection, I will not invent them in order to seem impartial. I do
not suppose that his was a perfect character. Like Washington
his early life was not without its blemishes, and these have
been greatly exaggerated. But from February 1861 to April
I was a
I 865, I had opportunities to know and study the man.
fairly close observer, and I know of no word or act of his which
fairly deserved objection. He was the only public man I ever
knew whose weaknesses did not grow with acquaintance. My
own relations should have more strongly attached me to an
eminent member of his cabinet. But the needle could as readily
resist the force of the magnet, as I could the influence of association with Mr. Lincoln. That I did not appreciate how great
he was, I confess, but the more I saw of his transparent simplicity, his justice, his astonishing magnanimity, his sterling integrity,
and his earnest abiding faith, a love for the man sprang up in
my heart which has grown with every succeeding year. I have
studied him in all his varying moods. I believe I have read all
that has been written about him. Surely I may be excused if I
am unable to find any qualities for animadversion, in a noble
ruler, the most faithful public servant, and the most lovable man
I ever knew.
Was Lincoln or Washington the more deserving patriot, the
grander character? Should not the father of his country be the
standard, model American, always first in the hearts of his countrymen?
Washington and Lincoln were contrasts rather than subjects
for comparison. Both were exalted patriots, eminent public
men. With the majesty of buried Denmark each was endowed
with
" A combination and a form indeed
Where every God did seem to set his seal
To give the world assurance of a man."

But they cannot be compared in detail. They lived at different
periods, requiring different elements of success. One was born
and grew to manhood with all the advantages that family and
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wealth could supply. Highly endowed by nature, trained by
the best instructors, assisted by influential friends, he entered the
military service at an early age, and won distinction with every
opportunity. Separate colonies, united in nothing but resistance
to oppression, required a leader of almost superhuman qualities
- a soldier whom defeat could not discourage, ready to devote
his fortune and his life to the cause of human liberty, and who,
when victory was won, would take his natural place at the head
of the young Republic, a model of dignity, patriotism, personal
and official purity and integrity, for the imitation of his successors and the admiration of the nations. Providence gave them
such a leader. Minerva when she leaped from the brain of Jove
was not more perfectly equipped for cruel war, than he for all
his lofty duties. As the goddess by the unanimous voices of
the Olympian deities was crowned with the wreath of victory, so
did Washington, soldier, civilian and President gain the first
place in the hearts of his coutrymen. I would not even by implication diminish the value of his services or dim by a comparison the the lustre of his fame.
It is no dispargement to Lincoln to say that he could not
have led the little army of the Revolution from Cambridge
through success and defeat, cold and hunger to final victory at
Yorktown-that he could not have written the Farewell Address-that he could no more have hung Andre, than he could
have burned Joan of Arc or directed Herod's Massacre of the
Innocents. When half the colonies wanted Senators with a
life tenure; and still in love with titles would have named
their President " His most gracious elective Majesty." I fear
that no forest-born Great-heart could have led them as Washington did over the hills of formality into the beautiful plains of
Republican simplicity.
Nor, on the other hand can we conceive Washington in the
life I have so imperfectly sketch ed to-night. The boy, selftaught, except by those early maternal counsels and unassisted,
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fighting his way from the forest clearing up to the grandest
heights ever reached by human endeavor. By the cabin firelight, with a shingle for a slate, a bit of charcoal for a pencil,
with Parson Weems for his teacher in history, the Bible, Bunyan
and JEsop for his guides, he cultivated a memory which
held impressions with the tenacity of an engraved plate, a
mind which wrought out its conclusions with the originality
of Plato, and the clearness of Aristotle. One picture of slavery
was his perennial misery-that river journey with the manacled slaves on their way from their Kentucky homes to the
swamps of the lower Mississippi. In the quiet of his Springfield home, his clear vision saw slavery, bound to spread like
a moral cancer over the fair fields of freedom, unless it was
arrested. The reflection, foresight, courage and statesmanship
of the "divided House" speech were given to no American
mind in advance of Abraham Lincoln. Since the Christian
era no man has so drawn other men after him- was ever confronted with greater difficulties, or met them with a more confident or courageous spirit, or ever more truly enfranchi$ed a
race, restored a nation from a more powerful grasp of treason
and rebellion to permanent union, peace and prosperity than did
Abraham Lincoln. Nor since the days of Paul has the world
seen a more convincing witness to the omnipotence and justice
of Almighty God and the verity of his inspired word No !
No ! In the respect and veneration of a people and their posterity, now truly free, there can be no contest for precedence, no
rivalry between Washington and Lincoln. In every true heart
will Washington always be enshrined as the father of his
country. His noble countenance and majestic form, by the pencil of Stewart and the chisel of Houdon will-be permanently preserved. From the lofty elevation to which he has been raised
by the eloquence of Paine, Marshall, Fisher Ames and Everett,
he will never be called down. And always henceforth by his
right hand in history, in the respect of mankind and in the grate3L

ful memon es of all who love freedom will stand the image of
our great, our grand and our venera ted Lincoln. The story of
both shall grow in interes t and power as its sounds roll down
along the corridors of time. And so long as our langua ge lives
in spoken tongue or written scroll -so long as peace is desired
and war is detest ed-fre edom loved or slavery hated- while any
human heart beats true to liberty -or men believe in God the
Father Almigh ty and in the Sacred Scriptu res as His veritab le
word, so long shall one be known as the Father , the other as the
savior of his countr y and its deliver er from slaver y-so long shall
the memor ies of both be honore d and respec ted and that of our
Lincol n be most tender ly loved.
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